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'Welcome to my pack. I am Alpha Celeste Chaos" she said whiles extending her hands to greet the Alpha and his
beta who responded with their names

"Alpha River" the Alpha responded

"Beta Matthews" his beta responded

"Good... well the rest will introduce themselves then we can go inside."

"Am Lucas Chaos and this is my brother Lucien" My oldest brother introduced him and his twin to the Alpha and
Beta with a handshake each.

With the blank mask on my face, I reached out to shake the Alpha's hand only to feel tingles shooting up my hands. I
looked up to face him only to have my wolf Havoc, scream out the one word I knew would shatter my peaceful life
'mate'.

How I had not smelled him before shocked me. I tried to fish for a scent only to come up empty. That rose my
suspicions as to why he kept his scent cloaked.

The shock that rushed through me broke my blank facade before hurriedly putting it back in place again. I took a
brief moment to study his physique and to say I wasn’t impressed and oddly aroused would be a blatant lie. The
man was packed with muscles in the right places.

The Alpha though stood still with my hand locked in his as he watched me in silence.

He didn’t even show any reaction that I was his mate. Hell, his eyes only flashed for a second, to show his wolf’s
presence before it was gone.

Clearing my throat so ly, I took every emotion out of my voice before I spoke;

"My name is K.D Chaos... but you only call me Chaos." I said coldly before pulling my hand out of the Alpha's hand
and moving on to shake his beta's hand who continued to watch me closely.

The rest of the introductions followed and soon we were all moving to the packs conference room to discuss the
purpose of the Silver River pack's visit.

I am seated opposite the Alpha of said pack and he hasn't taken his eyes off of me along with his creepy beta and it
was starting to piss me off. Turning to look at my mother at the head of the table, I shook my head curtly as she
jumped straight into the matters of the meeting.

I swear that woman doesn't know how to even sweet talk someone or grovel to get something. She’s always blunt
which I appreciate in cases like this as she called out the Alpha and his Beta to stop staring at me like a piece of
meat.

What happened next was like a chain reaction and a display of typical alpha behavior as the Alpha let out a spine
shivering growl in his beta's direction before he was thrown from his seat into a near-by wall.

Some moved from their seats whiles my mother watched on with boredom before I guess something clicked in her
mind because she turned towards me and narrowed her eyes at me.

I avoided her gaze causing to yell through our mind link for me to explain myself. When I refused to answer, she
turned to Alpha River and asked bluntly.

"Alpha River, is there a reason why my conference room is being used as a boxing arena or is this kind of game
common between you and your beta? If that is so, then we can show you where our training grounds are so you
could continue"

This snapped the said alpha out of his trance with an embarrassed smile tugging at the corners of his lips before
vanishing whiles the rest of us tried to stifle our laughter. My mother's bluntness knows no bounds.

Clearing his throat, he turned to look at me and chuckled so ly when he probably saw that I was trying to evade his
gaze before turning to my mother and saying what I wished he hadn't said.

"Well you see, Alpha Celeste, Chaos here happens to be my mate and I just don't get why she's trying to act like I'm
not"

A sharp retort was on the tip of my tongue but before I could respond my mother was already on it.

Mama Alpha chuckled so ly whiles my stupid brothers laughed. My mother opened her mouth to talk all the while
taunting me through our mind link.

"Well forgive my daughter. She’s weird that way. It makes me wonder at times if perhaps I dropped her unknowingly
during her childhood or her father may have done that when I wasn't looking. Well she'll come around. she always
does" she said bluntly and rather seriously causing me to stare at her in shock whiles screaming at her through our
mind link which she responded by laughing with my stupid brothers joining in.

Those in the conference room tried to hide their laughter behind coughs and throat clearing whiles Mr. Alpha was
smiling smugly and his beta was full blown laughing. Rolling my eyes at them, I pushed my chair back and walked
out of the room to pack up knowing I will be leaving with my mate whether I liked it or not now that he's found me.

You Messed with the Wrong Lady, My Mate!
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